ON A CLASS OF DOUBLY TRANSITIVE GROUPS1
J. L. ZEMMER2

The purpose

of this note is to prove the following.

Theorem.
Let G be a group of permutations on a set SDÎ.If (i) G is
doubly transitive and only the identity fixes two letters, and (ii) the subgroup fixing one letter is Abelian, then G is isomorphic to the group of
affine transformations
x-^ax+b,
ay^O, on afield.
This theorem is related to a result of Hall [2, Theorem 5.6], which
states that if a group G satisfies condition (i) above and in addition

either
(i') W. is finite,
or
(i") for some ¿, j'GSDi there is at most one element of G mapping
i into j which displaces all of the letters, then G is isomorphic to the
group of affine transformations,
x—>ax-\-b, a^O, on a near-field. A
near-field is an algebraic system (P, +, •) consisting of a set K and
two binary operations
+ and • satisfying:
(a) P(+)
is an Abelian group with identity 0,
(b) the nonzero elements of P form a group with respect to • with

identity 1,
(c) x(y+z)

=xy-\-xz

for x, y, zGP,

(d) 0-a = 0 for each «GP,
(e) if a, b, cÇ^K, a^b,

the equation

au = bu-\-c, has a unique solu-

tion u in K.
In [l], Gorenstein has called an independent ABA group, any group
II which contains two subgroups A and B such that for x(E.H, either
xG^4, or x can be represented
uniquely in the form aibai, Ci, aiÇ^A,
1 ^bÇzB. The proof of the Theorem will consist of first showing that
a doubly transitive
group G, in which only the identity fixes two
letters, is a special kind of independent
ABA group. This is a corollary
of Lemma 2. Using the structure of G as an independent
ABA group,
it will then be shown that, when A is Abelian, G satisfies condition
(i") of Hall's theorem, from which our theorem follows at once.
It should be pointed out that in the finite case Hall's result [2,
Theorem
5.6] follows almost immediately
from the corollary
of
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Lemma 2 together with a result of Gorenstein
[l, Theorem 6].
The original version of this paper began with the Corollary to
Lemma 2. The referee has suggested a more general lemma relating
doubly transitive
groups to certain kinds of ABA groups. This is
stated as Lemma 2. To state Lemma 2 it is necessary first to generalize the notion of independent
ABA group. This will be done with the

aid of Lemma 1.
A group

G with subgroups

A and B is called

an ABA

group

if

for xEG, x = axba2, where ai, a2EA, bEB. If G is an ^473^4group, and
bEB, br^e, the identity, define L(G) and 7?(G) as follows:

T-(G) = {x E A | b = xby for some y E A],

RiG) = {x E A | b = ybx for some y E A}.
Lemma 1. If G is an ABA group with B of order two, then LiG)
= 7?(G) is a subgroup of A, say A'. Further, if A' is normal in A then

A' is normal in G.

Proof. Let xELiG), and choose y so that b = xby. Then b = b~l
= ixby)~l = y~1bx~1,hence ybx —b and xER(G). Thus, L(G)Ç7?(G).
A slight modification

of this argument

shows that 7?(G)ÇIL(G); it

follows that LiG) = RiG). Again, let xEA'=LiG) =7?(G); then
b = xby = y~lbx~l, which implies x~lEA'.

If xi, x2EA' then b = Xibyi,

b = x2by2. Clearly b = Xiix2by2)yi = xix2by2yi, and A' is a subgroup

of A.

If A' is a normal subgroup
of A, and xEA',
gEG, then g~~xxg
—aribarlxaiba2 = a2~lbxiba2, where XiEA'. Since b —Xiby, bx\b = y~x
EA'. Hence g~lxg —a2ly~la2EA'.
Thus A' is normal in G.
The following definition is a generalization
of an independent
ABA
group for the special case where B has order two. An ABA group G,
where B has order two, is called an n-independent
ABA group if « is
the order of the subgroup A', described in Lemma 1.

Lemma 2. If G is a doubly transitive group with subgroup fixing two
letters finite, of order n, then G is an n-independent ABA group.

Proof. Let G be a group satisfying the hypotheses of the lemma.
Denote by 0 and 1 a pair of distinct letters of the set on which G
acts. Let A be the subgroup of G which fixes 0, and A' the subgroup
of A which fixes 0 and 1. If c is an element of G which interchanges
0 and 1, then the subgroup,
[A', c\, of G generated by A' and c is
finite of order 2w. Thus, \A', c] contains an element of order two.
The double transitivity
of G implies the existence of an element b,
of order two, which interchanges 0 and 1.

Now, let gEG, g(0)=a,

g(l)=/3, then a^ß.

If a = 0, then gEA;
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if «5^0, let ai be an element of A such that ai(l)=a.
Since Oi(l)
= a^ß, it follows that arl(ß)^\,
and hence barx(ß) = r;^0. Let c2*
be an element of A such that a*(i)=n
= barl(ß); then aiba*(\)=ß,

and aibai(0) =aib(Q) =a-i(l) =a. It follows that (aibai)_1g fixes both
0 and 1, hence (aiba*)~1g = a£A',

and g = aiba*a = aiba2. Thus G is an

^4P^1 group.
With the notation of Lemma 1, let xG¿(G)C^4,
for some y in A. Since

xG^4,

x(0)=0,

and

so that b —xby

since x = by~lb, x(l)

= &y-1e(l)=tVy-1(0)=&(0) = l. Thus x fixes 1 as well as 0 and xGA',
whence L(G)C^A'. Conversely, let aG^4'; then ba~lb fixes 0 and 1.
Thus, ba~1b= a'(E.A', and b = aba', and aGL(G). It follows that
^4'ÇIL(G). Thus L(G)=A' has order w, and it is seen that G is an
w-independent ABA group.
The converse of Lemma 2 is false. Consider, for example, the noncyclic group of order ten. It is a 5-independent
ABA group and is not
isomorphic to any doubly transitive group. Several modifications
of
the converse are true, and a particular one is proved in the following.

Corollary.
A group G is doubly transitive, with only the identity
fixing two letters if and only if G is an independent ABA group with B

of order two.
Proof. Let G be a doubly transitive group in which only the identity fixes two letters. It follows from Lemma 2 that G is a 1-independent ABA group, that is, an independent
ABA group with B of
order two.
Conversely, let G be an ABA group of this type, and SDÎthe set of
right cosets of A in G. Each gGG determines a permutation
T„ on ffl,
namely the mapping Ax—*Axg. The set of mappings { Ta, gGG} forms
a group of permutations
on SOÎ,and it is readily seen that the mapping
g—*T„ is an isomorphism
of G onto this permutation
group. To see
that this group is doubly transitive,
let ^4xi^^4x2, Azit^Azi be any
two pairs of left cosets. Since X2xr\ Z2zr1G^4. we have Xixrl=a'ba",
ZiZï1 = âbâ. Let
y = xîla"~1âzi\

then
Axiy = Axixr1a"~1âzi

= Azi

and
Axiy = Axixr1a"~1âzi = Aa'ba"a"~lâzi
Finally,

to see that

no element,

= Abâzi = Abbä~hi = Azi.

other than
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than one fixed point, let Axít£Ax2 and suppose that for some yEG,
Axiy = Axiand Ax2y = Ax2. Thenxiy = aiXi, x2y = a2x2, where ai, a2EA.
It follows that y = xrxaiXi = xrla2x2, or that
aiXix2l

But, xixrlEA,

= xix2~la2.

so that xix2l = abâ. Thus,
aiäbä = äbäa2,

which implies aiä = ä, ai = e, Xiy = xi, y = e. Thus G is isomorphic to a
doubly transitive
group in which only the identity fixes two letters.
Before proceeding to the next two lemmas, we list some lemmas of
Hall which will be needed. In [2] Hall proves that in a doubly transitive permutation
group with only the identity fixing two letters, the

following hold:
I. There exists one and only one element of order 2 which interchanges
a given pair of elements of Wl.
II. The elements of order 2 are in a single conjugate class.
Two cases arise from 11 :
Case 1. The elements of order 2 displace all elements of SOî.
Case 2. Every element of order 2 fixes an element of 3IÎ.
III. 7« Case 2 there is one and only one element of order 2 with a

given fixed point.
IV. If bi, b2 are distinct elements of order 2 then bib2 displaces all ele-

ments of 9DL
In terms of its representation
as an ^473^4 group we see that in
Case 1, A contains no element of order 2; and in Case 2, A contains a
unique element of order 2, which will be denoted by t.
With the notation of Lemma 2, let A* be the set of nonidentity
elements of A, andletaG^*.
Then babQA and hence bab = (pia)b\pia),
where 4>ia), \pia)EA.
Further, <pia) ¿¿e7¿\¡/(a), so that <p, tp are mappings of A* into A*. Also since b has order 2, ba~lb= ibab)~l, whence,
^ia-x)b4/ia-i)=[4>ia)bypia)]-l=[ypia)]-xb[^ia)]-1.
From the uniqueness of the representation
it follows that

(1)

<#,(«-*)- [Ha)]'1.

In the following two lemmas it is assumed that
is Abelian. The element to of A will be the identity,
the unique element, t, of order two in Case 2.

the subgroup A
e, in Case 1 and

Lemma 3. If aEA, a^U then ypiUa)-cpitoa)—a.
Proof.
First, from bab = <pia)bpia), we obtain
= (pïia)bpi<pia))ipia), whence, <p2ia)=a, and
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(2)

<K<b(a))-t(a) = e.

[August

Similarly, ^2(a) =a and it follows that <j>,\}/ are 1-1 mappings of A*
onto A*. From ba\b=<p(a\)bj/(ai) and ba2b = $(«2)6^(02), we obtain,

baiaib = <j>(ai)ln(/(ai)4>(ai)b\(/(ai)
= 4>{ai)4>[^(ai)á>(ai)]b^[^(ai)(p(ai)]^(a¿).
Also, baiaib=<p(aiai)fo(/(aiai),

whence,

(3)

4>(aiai) = <i>(ai)<t>[\f/(ai)<i>(a¿)],

(4)

^(axai)

Since ^4 is Abelian

we may interchange

= ^[yp(ai)cb(ai)]-\p(ai).

ai and 02 in the right-hand

sides of (3) and (4) to obtain
(5)

4>(aia2) = <p(ai)-<j>[\l/(ai)-<b(ai)},

(6)

^(aiai) = i[\p(ai)-<j>(ai)]-\l/(ai).

Now,

suppose

[ip(a)]~1a^e,

that

for some

a¿¿e,

we have

and ¿ = </>([|/'(a)]-1a) is defined.

\¡/(a)^a,

so that

It follows that <p(d)

= bP(a)]-'a, or

(7)
Upon replacing
(7), we obtain

M'Md) = a.
öi by a and a2 by ¿ in (3), (4), (5) and (6) and using

(8)

<f(ad) = 4(a)-<p(a),

(9)

t(ad)=i(a)-t(d),

(10)

<t>(ad)= <b(d)-<j>[t(d)
-<t>(a)],

(11)

<Ka¿)= ^(¿)<K«)H(a)-

Comparison of (9) and (11) yields,

*(d) =^[Hd)-<t>(a)],
or

d = y¡>(d)<p(a).
Replacing \j/(d)<p(a)by d in (10), we obtain

(12)

<b(ad)= (b(d)-4>(d).

Comparing (8) and (12) we obtain [<j>(a)]2= [<p(d)]2, or (<p(a) [<p(d)j-1)2
= e.
In Case 1, we note that aj^e implies \f/(a)9áa. For otherwise bab
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= <pia)ba, from which it follows that ba=<pia)bab=
[<¡>ia)]2ba, or
[<pia)]2 = e, which is not possible, since A contains no element of
order 2. Thus, we have shown that a^e implies the existence of an

element d in A, such that \pia) -(bid) =a and (0(a) [<pid)]~l)2 = e. The
last equation implies 0(a) = 0(a!), whence a = d, and ipia)<pia) = a. This
completes the proof for Case 1.
In Case 2, t0 = t, the unique element of order 2 in A. In this case, if
a¿¿e, and a^cpit) then \pia)9ia. Otherwise, we have, as in Case 1,
[d>ia)]2 = e, which implies 0(a) =i, or a=0(/).
Thus, there exists a

dEA

such that i/^a)-0(d) =a and (0(a) • [0(d)]-1)2 = e. This last

equation implies that either 0(a) = 0(d) or 0(a) = /0(d). Suppose that
0(a) = 0(d) ; then a = d and we have 0(a) -0(a) =a. Consider the two
elements of order 2, b and aba'1. Since a^e, they are distinct, and
hence by IV, their product baba~x displaces all elements of äff. We
see, however, that baba~x=<pia)bpia)a~l,
and since 0"(a)-0(a) =a,
\pia)a~x= [</>(a)]_1, and hence baba~l = 0(a)o[0(a)]_1
is conjugate to
b. Since b fixes an element of W, so do its conjugates. This contradiction implies 0(a) = /0(d). We see, then, that for a^e, a^0(i),

(13)

Ha)<t>ia)= ta.

Ifa=0(<), then ^(a)-0(a) =0(0(¿))-/=[i^(O]-1-¿,

by (2). Further, by

(1) [Pit)]~1-t = <Kt-l)-t = <bit)-t. Hence (13) holds for all a^e.
follows that

It

tila) ■4>{ta) = a
for all a^t. This completes the proof of the lemma.
The next lemma follows readily from the preceding

Lemma 4. With to defined as in Lemma 3, if aEA,
exists an xEA such that [\pix)]~l-x = a.

one.
a^to

then there

Proof.
Since a^U, toa^e. Let x = 0(/oa). By (2) we have \pix)
= ^(0(ioa)) = [ipitoa) ]-\ and hence [pix) h1 =iika).
Thus, [xpix) ]~x-x

= \pitoa) -0(/oa) —a, by Lemma 3.
Proof of the theorem. A group G, satisfying the hypotheses of
the theorem is, by the Corollary to Lemma 2, an independent
ABA
group, with B of order two. As such it can be represented isomorphically as a group of permutations
of the right cosets {^4x} of A in G.
To see that G is ¡somorphic to the group of affine transformation
on
a near-field, it is sufficient, in view of Hall's theorem, to show that
there is exactly one element gEG which maps A into Ab and displaces every coset. It is clear that the set of elements of G which map
A into Ab are all of the form ab, where a ranges over A. From IV
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it follows that tob displaces all of the cosets. Suppose then that a ¿¿to.
By Lemma 4 there exists an xG^4 such that [\p(x)]~l-x = a. Let
a'= xa_1; then x = a'a and we have
[¡lr(a'a)]~l-a'a = a. Hence,
a'=\p(a'a).
We then see that the coset Aba' is fixed by ab, thus

(Aba')ab = A<p(a'a)bp(a'a)=Aba'.

That

is, of all the elements

ab,

mapping A into Ab, only tob displaces all of the cosets. Thus, G is
isomorphic to the group of affine transformations
on a near-field
(P, +, •), in which the multiplicative
group P(-) is isomorphic to
the subgroup A of G, and hence is Abelian. Since a commutative
near-field is a field, the proof of the theorem is completed.
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